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Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish 
Junior Football Club

Phone: 0408 367 444

GO SHARKS!!

Round 13 | Wrap Up | 
Shark Attack – 
Presidents Letter

Round 13

Hi All Sharks,

The sun was weakly shining for only moments on Sunday, but the wind was swirling all ways 
and made for some interesting kicking and marking. It was great to see the banner booked for 
milestone games.

The last home and away round coming up this week, whilst some teams will have completed 
their season, others will go on to finals. What an interesting time of the year for all the players 
and parents.

On Monday I met up with a champion team and marveled at how football skills and lessons 
apply in all walks of life. Our coaches have drilled us constantly on how to kick and more 
importantly where to kick to.

On what role we can play in a team, even when we, the player, feels it’s not proactive. Not 
everyone can be a full forward kicking goals. Someone has to be a stopper and reduce the 
flow. Or even be employed as a tagging role. A great team, is a team of players who do their 
role that’s expected of them. They work together as a well-oiled machine. Sometimes, we may 
not make the starting team but be asked to be on the bench or even the water carrier. How do 
we act? What emotions do we display or do we settle on a “team first” focus and be a great 
club person. 

All the above I encountered firsthand on Monday at the funeral for my father in Mansfield. The 
star attraction (The Mids) was the celebrant who knew just what to do and where to be when 
needed. The Funeral director’s staff (full back/ forward) were in position and relied on receiving 
the correct pass or intercept from teammates. The welcome ushers and scones & cuppa lady 
(on the bench) went quietly about their business without intrusions. Boy, did everyone know 
where to be, what needed to be done when and how to participate no matter how minor input. 

Outcome – a successful and uplifting experience in a celebrated and positive manner.

So for those boys and girls competing in finals. Listen to your coach, play your role and do the 
best you can do. The outcomes will follow the effort. To those players finishing up for the year, 
enjoy Round 14 Congratulations on doing your best. Sometimes we don’t see the lessons at 
the time, however they are important for next year. When we can keep a team together, the 
following year after a tough one is normally a successful one. 

Passion & Emotion

Sunday is our last home and away round. Congratulations to all Sharks players who have 
participated in season 2019. Thank you for pulling the boots on each week and being part of a 
team environment in the “best” club in the YJFL. Wow, what a good effort to make it to a finals 
appearance. Levels of expectation, encouragement, support and participation seem to go up 
a notch. However we need to be mindful of expectations vs reality and how we support our 
players without being tagged as “one of those parents” in weeks ahead. 

Auskick Wrap up – Saturday 3rd 

Thanks to our coordinators and all the parents for helping out during the season. I hope all our 
young Auskickers have enjoyed learning new skills during each Saturday. Our final clinic was 
on the 3rd of August, with a BBQ put on for the players by the committee, Club Captains and 
senior players. 

Thanks to all, and see the progressing players in U8’s next year. 

Lost Property

During the year we have collected various items of clothing, jackets and even football boots. 
These will be on display in the room near the bar for your attendance on Presentation Day.

Milestones

Congratulations to all our milestone players over the last few weeks. The banners have been 
booked solid for 50, 100 and even 150 games milestones for quite a few players. This is a great 
indication of the family atmosphere our club offers whilst receiving loyalty from our players. Well 
done to all players who will receive their medals and trophies.

BURGER NIGHT – Sponsors Night – URGENT STOP PRESS – URGENT – TAKE NOTE

Our final burger night (prior to the 15th September AGM – Presentation Day) is 
CANCELLED for Sunday.  Of course, the giant slide, raffle and plenty of food will be 
available now on our Presentation Day – Sunday September 15th.

Survey

Please note that our annual survey will be sent out at the completion of the Home and 
Away season. We kindly ask all families to take a couple of minutes to respond and return 
electronically. This will help the committee in determining and considering directions for the 
club during the 2020 season. Thankyou in advance for your assistance and helping to make a 
difference for our great club. Whilst our membership enjoy the Off season, your committee will 
be hard at work planning for next year.

PRESENTATION DAY   - Sunday 15th September 2019

The Sharks will again hold a Presentation Day at Domeney Reserve.  As per last season, the 
day will be split into sessions with the Annual General Meeting occurring at the midway point. 
There will be activities for the younger members including jumping castles, BBQ’s with bacon 
and eggs on in the morning to sausages and burgers for lunch.

Please arrive 10min early for your designated session.
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Season Dates to Remember
11 Aug Round 14 U10 Lightening premiership

18 Aug Semi Finals

25 Aug Prelim 
Finals

1 Sep Grand 
Finals

15 Sep Presentation Day                             

Round 13
Shark Attack

The timings are as follow:

Under 8, 9, 10    10am to 10.15am

Under 11, 12, 13 Boys & Girls  10.30am to 11.15am

AGM     11:30am

Under 14, 15, 16, (Boys & Girls) & Colts  11:45am to 1.00pm

(please be in attendance of the AGM prior)

- Life Members 

- Club Person of the Year

- Medals/trophies 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – Sunday 15th September 2019

The Park Orchards North Ringwood Annual General Meeting will be held at 11:30am on 
Sunday 15th September 2019 at Domeney Reserve, coinciding with the interval of our 
Presentation Day.

This meeting will discuss such items as the year’s football and financial performance and it is 
hoped that we will also identify and vote in any new committee members.  Any member wishing 
to agenda items for discussion must do so 14 days prior to the meeting.  

Each member eligible (via their child’s membership) to vote is entitled to appoint another 
member who is eligible to vote as a proxy by notice given to the Secretary no later than 48 
hours before the timing of the meeting.  Proxy forms are available on request via the Club 
President or Secretary.  

Summary

Round 14 this weekend the 11th of August

If at any stage you have any queries, then please don’t hesitate to contact myself.

Ritchie Appleby – President of the Sharks 
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club 
Phone:  0408 367 444
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Blackshaw Rhys Hattwich Archie

Cahill James Hine Miller

Di Battista Marcus Marsh Hugh

Doolan Anthony Newman Luke

Genever Ethan Rigall Sidney

Giosserano Alex Sonderhof Taylor

Hartley Jackson Zosel Ezra

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allen Mitchell Luke Magnus

Anderson Cruz Milton Flynn

Cox Joshua Natsis Gabriel

De Rooden Elijah Radle Lachlan

Forcadell Gabriel Torner Harrison

Gniel Alfie Woollard Mason

James Edward Worthington Heath

Kinski Sebastian Webb Tyler

Laurence Thomas Appleby Kaiden

UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Ben Laurence

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

no report
no report

UNDER 9 BLACK: Coached by: Blair Hartley

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Do you have your 
membership?

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!

Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!
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Jumper Name Surname Jumper Name Surname

1 Cohen Myers 17 Charles Whitelock

3 Sam Caltieri 19 Harry Waterson-Chappell

5 Jackson Gadd 21 Lenny Kilworth

7 London Masters 25 Darcy Saunders

9 Jackson Buchanan 27 Noah Webb

11 Harrison Hume 29 Harry Wilson

13 Jasper Mijat 31 Charlie McGinty

15 Maxi McLeod

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Chris McGinty

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

no report
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Davis Elliot Nicholls Benjamin

Duffy Patrick Noonan Darcy

Fortington James Noonan Xavier

Hales Angus John Prest Joshua

Hales Benjamin Alan Radle Ryan

Inglese Will Robertson Thomas

James Henry Wachter Kai

Lanza Oliver Walsh Liam

Nicholls Julian Robinson Henry

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: Damien Noonan

U10 RED
PONRPJFC

Parents Supporting Kids

Park Orchards 12-20-92 def Hawthorn Citizens Berglin 0-1-1

Back for our third visit to Victoria Road to take on the formidable Hawthorn Citz Berglin with 
the previous 2 encounters falling the Sharks way by 4 and 10 points. So the Sharks boys were 
expecting a tough & tight encounter.

Over the last few weeks the coaching group had been working on quick hands to the outside 
and keeping the ball moving quickly to someone free to be able to deliver to a target across half 
forward.

Henry who was todays captain and forward line leader presented well with Ben N, Julian, and 
Elliot, Talls and Crumber’s across half forward with Xavier and Ollie isolated deep forward.

Both options in the air and Xavier pace to take advantage of the extra space.

The key to the plan was first hands out of the midfield, Robbo taking first ruck with contested 
possession specialist Prest sitting off the back ready to dish off to Liam and Ben N to break free 
and get it forward.

We could not have asked for a better start, the boys had the ball moving around quickly, getting 
the ball forward to give the boys plenty of space to work in. Unfortunately, the goal kicking radar 
was off and we started with a handful of behinds. Eventually Xavier cut his way through the 
pack steadied and registered our first. 

Paddy on the wing coming off the back of the square was instrumental in keeping the ball going 
our way, poring on the pressure and cutting off anything that came his way.

The centre line did a great job of holding the line and building the wall across half forward, our 
defenders lead by Darcy set up in behind them, Will & James waxing across the half back line 
and Darcy having complete control of the game, setting up teammates with long pinpoint kicks, 
Indie, Angus and Kai, in deep defence push up across half back as well to support the other 
boys to create an impenetrable defensive line.

If not for the inaccurate kicking the boys may have been 5 to 6 goal up, but they had completely 
dominated the first quarter and the Citz boys where shell shocked and were looking for respite 
in the way of the siren.

Kicking uphill and into a breeze to the historical non scoring end we pressed on the importance 
of playing in front, moving around and that it would create space for each other. The Citz had a 
couple boys who could roost the footy and could easily catch us out and get it over the back, to 
the boy’s credit they adjust and worked out where best to set up.

Again once we worked the ball forward the boys set up wall to ensure we kept it in there, we 
used the ball well and gave it to someone in a better position then we looked to hit a target, 
quick ball movement and helping each other when out-numbered.

We kept up the pressure, blocking for each other and creating space for our teammate to get 
clear.

The goal kicking improved as we kicked 5 majors and only 2 behinds, Xavier scored first 
kicking his and our 4th, Elliot worked to the front and after Julian’s hard work breaking free in 
the pocket and centring the ball Elliot marked went back and slotted it through, Xavier slotted 
another followed up by Julian who again fought hard kept his feet got onto his left and snagged 
one himself.  Topping of a super first half providing options and doing the hard work and 
dominating the air Kouta like Ben N was rewarded with a major.

Half time and time to slide the magnets around, setting up with a similar structure this time 
Indie and Duffy isolated up forward to use their pace, Ollie across half forward with Skipper 
Henry, Will and James who were itching to get into the forward fun.

We had to keep working hard and keep playing with pressure and pace.

Ben jumped into the Ruck with Kia taking over in the centre from Prest, setting up at the back 
of the contest for Ben to knock it down his throat, Darcy & Xavier who hadn’t shared centre 
duties for a while to provide the pace and kicking power to drive us forward. There must have 
been a swirly breeze down the bottom end as we kicked another 6 points for the quarter.

Xavier kicked his 6th and Darcy snagged one with some smart and quick thinking snapping 
truly on his left. Ollie joined in after constantly presenting and being an option to finally kick 
one of his own. Will and Paddy thought it would be great fun to see how many times they could 
handball to each other and had Citz spinning in circles.

Angus moved up to the wing and provided plenty of run and support to ensure our midfield 
stayed on top. Robbo was doing a super job across half back leading the way and positioning 
himself perfectly, Prest, Julian, Walsh, Hales B and Elliot worked well to ensure they picked up 
any loose players and played in front.
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The last was more of the same, we kept running to help each other, we used the ball well 
looking for each other and sharing it around. CITZ Stepped up their game and put our back line 
under some continued pressure for the first time, the boys were determined not to let them kick 
a goal with the midfield charging back to help out the defenders. We took control and move the 
ball across the ground to the open side and attacked from there. The run and carry by Angus 
and Xavier to catch Citz out was fantastic. A couple of long balls over the top where Henry and 
Ollie and made space to then drive long to Paddy and Indie, A coupe unlucky bounces gave the 
Citz boys a chance to get back and stop certain goals.

Prest took a mark and found Henry who had worked to the front and hit him lace out on the 
chest, Henry shot sliced across goal only for the ball to fall into Xavier’s lap. He went back 
kicked a banana straight through the middle to top off a super game kicking 7. 

If not for his teammates hard work and their ability to share the footy and for everyone to work 
together as a team then this opportunity is not possible.

Well done boys on a fantastic team game.

When you work HARD together then the game seams easier, but it only feels like that because 
everyone is working hard together as a team.

¼ Time PO 3-9-27 to BH 0-0-0

½ Time PO 8-11-59 to BH 0-0-0

¾  Time PO 11-17-83 to BH 0-0-0

Final PO 12-20-92 to BH 0-1-1

Positive Play- CONSTANT TEAM PLAY

Did Well- Looked for each other & gave it to someone in a better position, worked hard 
for each other.

Goals-7 Xavier, 1 Elliot, Julian, Ben N, Darcy, Ollie

Best – Entire TEAM Effort 

Ringwood Volkswagen 
481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666 
ringwoodvw.com.au  |  LMCT11064

EA
STLIN

K

MAROONDAH H
W

Y

OBAN RD

RINGWOOD
BYPASS

Your Local 
Volkswagen Dealer

Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards 
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club 

Contact: 
Jason Ehlert
General Manager
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Connect Package 
Home Loan^

Terms, conditions, fees and charges apply. All information, including interest rates, is correct as at 23 July 2018 and is subject to change. Full details available 
on application. Lending criteria apply. *The comparison rate displayed is calculated for a loan of an amount of $150,000 over 25 years. WARNING: The 
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valuation ratio of up to 80%, and three eligible products taken as part of the Connect Package. Eligible products cannot be from the same product type. Offer 
ends on 30 June 2019. Credit provided by Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited ABN 11 068 049 178 Australian Credit Licence 237879.  A1273617-3 
(468757_v4) (2/04/2019)

Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

If your bank isn’t doing the right thing by you, change to one 
you can feel better about.

Our Branch Manager Cheryl Meikle and Mobile Banker 
Adrian Yong are available to meet you 
7 days a week.  Drop into 144 Yarra 
St, Warrandyte or phone 9844 2233 to 
find out more.

bendigobank.com.au

Your best interests 
at heart.
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Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

If your bank isn’t doing the right thing by you, change to one 
you can feel better about.

Our Branch Manager Cheryl Meikle and Mobile Banker 
Adrian Yong are available to meet you 
7 days a week.  Drop into 144 Yarra 
St, Warrandyte or phone 9844 2233 to 
find out more.

bendigobank.com.au

Your best interests 
at heart.
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Baker Coby Rowe Archie

Cronin Patrick Troani Joel

Daley Lucas Wilson Charlie

Georgostathis Max Blackshaw Aaron

Kupinic Alexander Blackshaw Beau

Lynch Hudson Noble Cameron

Ottens Jack Weeks Hunter

Phelan Luca Muzeen Cormac

Prichard Casey Moore Michael

Ross Arlo

UNDER 10 BLACK: Coached by: Chris Lynch

V’s Ashburton

Final round saw us take on Ashburton at there home ground on a fairly reasonable day for footy 
a few nerves heading to the game for the boys as Ashburton had our measure to the tune of 
about 100 points las time we met !! 

First half saw the boys dig in with pressure & superb tackling but unfortunately we couldn’t hit 
the scoreboard ourselves second half was much the same but full credit to PO the boys chased 
& pressured right to the end,

Was super proud of all the boys 

Better players - entire team 

Park Orchards 11.12.78 def Glen Iris 2.2.14

Finals chances:  Currently 4th and will play finals

QUARTER 1: 

With an early morning fixture at Glen Iris, it was a very early start for our Sharks Under 11 Red 
boys and their parents. With a few boys out due to injury and illness, we were down to just 
19 players making it a great test on the large T.H. King Oval. After celebrating the 50 Game 
milestones of Harry Halls, Austin Wallace and James McGowan, the Sharks were keen to make 
a start fast and stamp some authority on the game. The boys started as intended, with multiple 
forward 50 entries. Fynn was everywhere and found the goals, while the engine room of Logan 
R. and Cash got to work with Logan H. giving them first use in the ruck. Dan N.’s positioning 
set up counter attack, and by the siren the Sharks had dominated to lead by 21 points. 

QUARTER 2:

Glen Iris made it a harder contest in the second quarter, but the Sharks were able to repel their 
attack and counter off half back with Logan S. and Charlie dominant in the air, while Liam and 
Daniel W. mopped up and providing run. After doing a lot of our training around linking by hand 
and foot, it was good to see the Sharks put together some clean passages of play that ended in 

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Antonellos Zac McGowan James
Arifovic Keegan McIntyre Justin David
Brown Indy Nash Charlie
Bullen Fynn Nielsen Daniel
Daley Joshua Paciocco Luke

Della Gatta Oscar Riggall Jonah
Eastwood Campbell Ross Logan

Farrell Nate Shamloo Liam
Halls Harry Sonderhof Logan

Hamilton Logan Thomas Isaiah
Kinnear Cash Wallace Austin
Mcleod Samuel Williamson Daniel

McDonald Eamon

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Daniel Bullen

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR
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scores. Our milestone boys were in everything – Austin continuing his strong form over the last 
few weeks while James presented up to the ball carrier and used his left foot to find teammates 
in space. Harry worked hard to get to contests, proving strong overhead and clean below his 
feet. A late goal to Glen Iris found a way through out defence, but not without a gallant chase 
down by Keegan that almost denied them.

QUARTER 3:

After regrouping in what surely must be the largest opposition rooms in the league, the Sharks 
hit the premiership quarter hard. While the smell of coffee and bacon and egg rolls challenged 
the focus of the Coach’s bench, the Sharks boys continued to play strong team first football. 
Nate presented an aerial target at full forward, while Campbell took a great mark after a chain 
of possession through half-forward. Isaiah proved to be a great target on the wing, marking 
everything and finding space, while Oscar defended well across half back.

QUARTER 4:

SHARKS 11.12.78  GLEN IRIS 2.2.14

With the long ground and heavy conditions challenging the run of the boys, it was good to see 
the Sharks work hard to finish off the game. Zac continued his strong game by reading the play 
well and penetrating our forward 50 to give our forwards opportunities, while Justin found space 
and kept his feet when under pressure. 

All in all, another strong performance by the Sharks. Having now cemented our place in the Top 
4, the boys will be keen to put in a good game against Hawthorn Citizens in the final round of 
the season and maintaining our form as the finals loom.

Encouragement Awards: Zac Antonellos & Logan Sonderhof

 

We celebrated the 50 Game milestones of James, Harry and Austin
Zac was in everything.Isaiah kicks long from half back to find a Shark in space.

Campbell had a solid game up forward.
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Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Granger Wheatley 22 Zane Stephens
4 Noah Di Grazia 26 Isaac Di Donato
6 Harvey Fry 28 Tom Bryant
8 Riley Hume 30 Tom Elliot
10 Christian McCarten 32 Daniel Tasca
12 William Laurence 36 Felix Hattwich
14 Kai Knight 40 Floyd Dahmen
16 Beau Innes 42 Joshua Bettiol
17 Albie De Rooden 44 Jonah Riggall
18 Will Torner 46 Gabriel Italiano
19 William Fortington 48 Ned Smith
20 Jack Newman 50 Lachlan Motteram

UNDER 11 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram

Park Orchards 3.2.20 def by Macleod 8.6.54

Finals Chances: currently 4th 2 wins clear of 5th.  

Good chance.

Qtr 1: 

Round 13 was played at Stintons Reserve in overcast, but still conditions. Captains Will T, Alby, 
Isaac and Harvey were all celebrating their 50th games and led the boys out against the top 
team. The first quarter effort was exceptional with great accountability and ‘attack on the ball’ 
from all ‘Sharks’ players. Riley had a cracking quarter in the midfield, and was well supported 
by onballers Will T and Alby, not to mention Harvey and Tom E on their respective wings who 
contested hard and won plenty of their own footy. Josh, Kai, Will L and Isaac all competed 
strongly in the forward line, resulting in goals to Felix and Jonah. The backline led by Floyd, 
Ned and Will F, and well supported by Danny, Christian and Tom B did a tremendous job to 
keep Macleod goalless for the quarter.

Qtr 2:

After a wonderful start to the game, accountability fell away in the 2nd quarter, enabling 
Macleod to kick 5 unanswered goals. Whilst Macleod won too much uncontested footy through 

some loose checking from Sharks players, the boys still contested well at the coalface. Lachie 
continued to work hard in the ruck and took multiple ‘pack’ marks, whilst midfielders Alby, Jonah 
and Tom E all ‘cracked in’ and had good moments throughout the quarter. Danny and Isaac 
tackled hard and were lively on their respective wings, whilst the under seize backline led by 
Ned, Floyd, and skippers Will T and Harvey battled exceptionally hard to limit the damage. 

Qtr 3:

Accountability and discipline improved in the 3rd quarter. Jonah played a great quarter in the 
ruck, continually attacking the ball in the air with fantastic commitment, and was again very 
clean below his knees. Will L was lively on the wing, Ned, Riley and Harvey all worked overtime 
in the midfield, whilst Granger, Isaac, Josh and Alby all competed exceptionally well in the 
backline. Beau and Noah really applied themselves in the forward line, making the most of their 
opportunities, whilst Christian marginally missed a tight running shot from the pocket. 

Qtr 4:

It was sensational to see the Sharks 
finish the game so strongly, holding 
the opposition scoreless in the final 
term. Q4 highlights came from Felix 
who booted a beautiful running goal 
whilst playing HBF, Ned who was 
sent to the oppositions best player 
and not only shut him down, but won 
plenty of his own contested ball, 
Lachie and Floyd who both continued 
to mark strongly in their respective 
positions of Ruck and CHF, Will 
F who was continually ‘front and 
centre’, clean below his knees and 
got some really good penetration on 
his kicks, and skippers Harvey, Will T 
and Isaac who all ‘busted their guts’ 
with hard tackling and running, and 
won plenty of the footy throughout 
the game. In addition, Alby, Jonah 
and Riley didn’t stop trying and all 
capped off wonderful games. All in 
all, it was a great hit out for the boys, 
and despite lack of accountability 
in the 2nd quarter, the coaches 
were extremely proud of the effort, 
endeavour and determination applied 
by all Sharks players.   

Goal Kickers: Felix 2 & Jonah 

Under 11 Black 50 gamers: Harvey, Isaac, Will & Albie.
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Lachlan Kilworth Felix

Beach Max Leonard Archie

Bridger Jacob Milton Henry

Di Conza Riley Nicholls Lucas

Dickson Lachlan Sestan Owen

Drummond Campbell Sette Jacob

Foxwell Austin Sultana Jayden

Harvie Mason Todero Dylan

Hirvonen-Blunt Lukas Tsoukatos William

Inglese Jack

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Rob Sette

S C R E E N H O U S E
S C R E E N  P R I N T I N G

9 3 5 9  4 0 7 7

Park Orchards 8.3.51 def Surrey Park R 6.4.40

Finals chance:  Currently 2nd and will play finals.

Qtr 1: 

Last time we played Surrey Park, we lost in a close game that we led for most of the day. 
The boys were determined not to let that happen again and so getting off to a good start was 
important. A two goal to one quarter saw us go in to quarter time pretty happy. Jayden roving a 
good goal and Lucas N kicking straight from a long way out gave us a lot of joy. 

Qtr 2:

Surrey Park continued to play well. They moved the ball quickly and their overhead marking 
topped ours.  However, we used our speed, Austin on the wing, Jack and Jayden on the other 
wing.  Felix, Archie, Mason and Henry gave us a lot of leg speed and movement of the ball.  
A tight quarter saw both sides kick one goal each.  It was great to have Max back.  He and 
Campbell are our pillars of defence and give Lucas HB a chop out in the ruck.

Qtr 3:

A tight contest continued in the 3rd quarter.

Qtr 4:

Surrey Park challenged early with a quick goal in first minute of the final quarter, taking them 
to within 2 goals, however our boys outclassed a strong opposition and once again rose to 
the challenge.  Special mention to Lucas N for outstanding accuracy in front of goal, kicking  4 
goals straight from difficult positions.

Goal Kickers: Lucas N 4, Archie 1, Jayden 1, Henry 1, Felix 1

Score: Park Orchards 8.3 = 51 defeated Surrey Park R 6.4 = 40
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Jordan Mc Diarmid Tom

Arifovic Cruz Nicholls Max

Bradshaw Byron Noonan Hamish

Cameron Fletcher Oaks Lachlan

Ficinus Elliott Read Harrison

James Archie Simos Jacob

Kelly Sean Tang Bosco

Mc Diarmid Will Waddy bruce

Mc Diarmid Jack Wilson Zac

UNDER 12 BLACK: Coached by: Michael James

no report

Cnr Oban Road & Maroondah Hwy 
Ringwood,Victoria 3134
T (03) 9879 8733
www.clubringwood.com.au

Join us at 
Melbourne’s Premier Club

Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members 
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee 
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming 

atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look 
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.
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Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in 
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Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.

Valid only at Club Ringwood

Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer. 
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Albers Daniel Prest Samuel

Di Conza Lachlan Quinn Lachlan

Dominko Max Rossimel William

Fortington Jack Smillie Josh

Galstians Jake Smith Cooper

Galstians Joshua Stephens Joel

Holt Andrew Stumpf Gabriel

Hutchinson Flynn Tait William

Kenny William Tymms Jacob

Nitz Oliver Worthington Thomas

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

BYE ROUND

 

 
 

The Toyota Good for Footy Raffle is back bigger than ever in 2019 with a new look and 
format 

 
Last year Toyota helped 418 grassroots clubs raise a huge $682k, that they used to 

upgrade facilities and buy new equipment all with the sole aim 
to make the game of footy a little more accessible for all. 

 
This year the raffle has gone digital, which means no more paper tickets and all sales 
happen online. All transactions take place within a personalised club portal and you 

receive tickets directly via email. 
 
 

 
 

Let’s do the math: 
If every family bought just ONE $5 ticket we’d raise $1640!! for doing nothing!! 

 
That’s money spent back on the kids on things like new training equipment for next 
year, training courses and guest speakers, maybe more vouchers to use as awards. 

 

The Toyota Good for Footy Raffle is fundraising made easy!  

Our club will receive 100% of the proceeds to put back into our kids footy programs 

Here’s how to buy a ticket: 
click on the below link and follow the prompts 

https://toyotagoodforfooty.raffletix.com.au 

 

Raffle closes Sept 1st, 2019 

 

 
 

The Toyota Good for Footy Raffle is back bigger than ever in 2019 with a new look and 
format 

 
Last year Toyota helped 418 grassroots clubs raise a huge $682k, that they used to 

upgrade facilities and buy new equipment all with the sole aim 
to make the game of footy a little more accessible for all. 

 
This year the raffle has gone digital, which means no more paper tickets and all sales 
happen online. All transactions take place within a personalised club portal and you 

receive tickets directly via email. 
 
 

 
 

Let’s do the math: 
If every family bought just ONE $5 ticket we’d raise $1640!! for doing nothing!! 

 
That’s money spent back on the kids on things like new training equipment for next 
year, training courses and guest speakers, maybe more vouchers to use as awards. 

 

The Toyota Good for Footy Raffle is fundraising made easy!  

Our club will receive 100% of the proceeds to put back into our kids footy programs 

Here’s how to buy a ticket: 
click on the below link and follow the prompts 

https://toyotagoodforfooty.raffletix.com.au 

 

Raffle closes Sept 1st, 2019 
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Bastin Connor Mackay Max

Bertram Kye Mahadeva Barathan

Blake Adam Postill Oliver

Blaser Daniel Sedawie-McKell Layne

Bugler Oscar Sherriff Lachlan

Cahill Joshua Van Winckel Samuel 

Doherty Finn Vigo Adam

Draeger Nathan Wallace Bailey

Jackson Ben Lever Raphael

King Brady

UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Park Orchards 2.5.17 def by Hawthorn 5.4.34

We hosted top of the table Hawthorn in our final home game of the season at Domeny.  We’ve 
played some great football at Domeny this year and we were hopeful of us doing the same on 
match day. Our Assistant Coach Rod ‘Rocket’ Bastin arranged for some inspiration for our boys 
pre game to give them a boost. Rod reached out and asked Club President, Ritchie Appleby to 
address the boys before the game.

His message really cut through, we’ve had a challenging year, played some great footy, but 
struggled to win games.  He asked the boys not to focus on wins and losses, the focus is on 
being your best, to give your team mates your best effort because the impact you have on 
the Team with your own actions and spirit will have a ripple effect for the Team and will inspire 
others around you.  It was great stuff, 36 eyeballs and 36 ears paying close attention to another 
voice who believed in the boys.

The boys played an awesome match, had a great start, we won the first centre clearance and 
then had the ball in our fwd 50 for the next 10mins.  We really had Hawthorn on the ropes, our 
midfield created a wall to lock the ball in and we generated many scoring opportunities.  We 
were under pressure deep in the goal line and could not squeeze in a goal, we had 5 shots on 
goal for 5 behinds, just lacked a bit of polish and a bit of luck.  It was a super first quarter and at 
qtr time we were full of belief. 

Hawthorn was not such a great side in close when things were tough around the packs, they 
got us by spreading from packs and using their long kicking to generate fwd 50’s and scored 
a few quick goals.  Their Team strengths were the opposite to us so we needed to keep the 
ground congested and then keep attacking our fwd line.  We were able to get the ball forward 
and Henry (filling in from U12 Red) burst through a pack to slot through a nice goal on the run.  
Henry was then involved again in our next goal, breaking free to kick to Sam at half forward, 
who drilled a beautiful pass to Brady who was in front of his opponent and kicked a great set 
shot.  The opportunities were there for us, we just had to be quick with our ball movement.

We lost the game by just under 3 goals.  It was 7 scoring shots to us and 9 to them, so our 
inaccurate start hurt us,  but again, we pulled together to play a top side and dug in and fought 
tooth and nail all day.  It’s that competitive spirit that the Team has shown against the top 
Teams in the second half of the season that demonstrates that the group is capable of anything 
and can more then match it with ‘classier’ opposition.

Our hard attack on the footy and ability to work for each other was fantastic to watch, we 
certainly outpointed Hawthorn in this area.  We’ve played 4 or 5 outstanding games of footy 
this year, but I think this one takes the cake.  Last time we played, Hawthorn beat us by 11 
goals, they beat the second bottom side in the comp by 104 points, so it was really pleasing to 
measure the improvement in the group this way.  

Some personal highlights:

Connor - Was thrown around in a few positions on field, back, forward and ruck.  Played really 
well, had a great final quarter in the ruck, a position he’s not played in for a season or two. 
Helped keep us in the game in the final term.

Ben - Co Captain for the week and had a great game at full back. Created plenty of rebound 
for us and took a few good marks.  Saved a score in the final seconds by diving for the ball in 
the goal square knowing that we weren’t going to win, set a great example for determination 
and leadership.

Adamo - Started forward and was a live wire in the first quarter, snapped at the goals and took 
some great marks. Then swung to defence for the second half nada held his player goal less.

Kye - played across HB and then on the ball.  Won plenty of the footy and provided plenty of 
rebound, was challenged by a classy opponent who was good overhead, Kye matched him in 
this area and beat him at ground level.

Nathan - Our other Co Captain this week, held down CHB, again.  Nath and Ben are a great 
combination for key position backs.  Took plenty of marks and found himself on our fwd 50 
taking a shot on goal in the first quarter.

Finn - Played another great game at HB, took a knock to the ribs in the 3rd term, but was ok to 
go on and compete in the last quarter. Defended well and won plenty of his own ball.

Georg - Started on a wing and then went on the ball. Played really well, was hard at it around 
the packs, laying plenty of tackles and played a key role in our forward 50 entries.

Barra - Played well on the ball and wings, creative as ever.  Worked really hard from our HB 
to HF lines to get the ball forward for us.

Oscar - Had another great game, was damaging as a HF.  Took a few nice marks around our 
fwd 50 and played on quickly to give us a chance at scoring.
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Layne - Worked his way into the game on a wing.  Was really good in the second half, put his 
head over the ball a number of times and took the game on through the middle of the ground.

Henry - Did a great job for us playing 3/4’s of a game at Half Forward. Scored a goal off his 
own boot with some great play and was involved in some nice team play for our other goal.

Max - was a presence for us at CHF, positioned himself well around the ground to provide that 
link up option through the ground. Used his body strength to advantage which is great to see.

Sam - Did well again up forward, helped set Brady up for a goal and was unlucky not to have 
a few himself.  His effort was really good and his positioning up forward has been really good 
these last 3 weeks.

Dan - Played another game up forward and looked lively. Presented well, especially in the first 
half.  Helped us with forward pressure to give us the momentum in the first quarter.

Shezza - The modern Billy Duckworth, played back and forward.  Did really well in the back 
line and was often the last man standing on our last line of defence.  Positioning was good and 
attacked the footy.

Bailey - Had another great game on the ball.  Was again in everything, won plenty of his own 
footy and tackled and bumped all day long. Really helped set the tone for his tea mates with 
pressure around the ball.

Ollie - Was again really good, back, forward and on the ball.  Got us off to a good start with 
the first clearance and never gave in from there. He’s courageous and a great mark and reads 
the play really well.

Raph - Got us off to a great start in the ruck in the first half.  Great work at clearances and 
starting to have more of an impact around the ground.  Moved fwd in the second half and 
provided us another marking option to help keep us in the game.

Brady - Played really well, helped get us off to a good start in the first quarter fighting hard for 
the footy.  Led into some space in the 3rd quarter to get on the end of some unselfish play by 
Sam to get his first major for the season.
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Adama Acelin Morcom Tom

Baldori Joshua Oakes Bradley

Broadbent David Parrott Matthew

Dempsey James Pollock Oscar

Foxwell Joel Rees Thomas

Hume Bradley Ridley Tige

Kilkenny Tobias Smith Zac

King Fraser Sonderhof William

Lee Sebastian Tovey Joshua

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey

Park Orchards 3.10.28 def by Kew Comets 6.6.42

Finals Chances: currently 4th. Must win r.14 to play finals

On an overcast winters morning that saw us venture to our home away from home, Koonung 
Park to play Kew Comets, a tough game was to play out!

We played a team that was vying for finals just like us and we needed to keep winning to 
assure a finals berth. The top 4 in the U14 Brown division has 4 teams trying to slip into 3 spots 
as first is already sewn up.

It was always going to be a tough contest and we wanted the boys to play a similar style of play 
that had seen us successful in the past few weeks. Run to space and use creative handball 
to assist in creating space. From the first bounce it was a tough battle with Kew getting the 
first score our boys had a wake up call to switch on. With Demps working tirelessly in the ruck 
all day well supported by our on-ballers in JT, Tommy Rees and Ace we started with a ‘5th’ 
on baller in Sonders off the half forward line to add extra depth. Oscar started with an open 
forward line with the simple direction of lead hard and straight. Our boys have been working on 
this the past few weeks allowing Oscar plenty of room to lead and then our small forwards of 
Fraser, Zac, Josh Baldori and Matty Parrott to crumb. Unfortunately our delivery into this area 
didn’t quite allow for this to happen although Oscar did manage to kick our only first half goal. 

Morcs and Tobias continued there great form of the wings creating space and run with Morcs 
chasing down one of the oppositions big men, only not to be rewarded by the umpires it was 
a great run and chase. Mr Reliable, Oakesey was fantastic at full back and repelled a number 
of the Kew forward entries and worked well alongside Charlie, Humey, Sebby and Tige. Dave 
Broadbent presented all over the ground working hard all day and this saw him kick a major in 
the last. Joel with his ever creative run never gave up and he too kicked a goal in the last.

The game was in the balance right until the end as our boys tried hard all day although just 
couldn’t get the right bounce or ‘rub of the green’. We always thought that if we could put 2 
goals together, even with 6 mins to go in the last qtr we would see the boys come away with a 
stirring win from behind but unfortunately for the boys we just couldn’t quite mange it this week.

Next weeks game against another top 4 team will see if we make finals or not. With another 
high intensity training I am sure our boys will come out firing next week!!

Best – Dempsey, JT, Foxwell, Oakes, Adama, Morcom, Broadbent

Goals – Pollock 1, Broadbent 1, Foxwell 1
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

2 Warne Liam 25 Maynes Brodie

3 Leaumont Jacob 26 Prunty Harrison

4 Ramage Lucas 28 Sette Ben

11 Clark Mitch 30 Box Sam

13 D’Alberto James 34 Breen Bo

14 Osborne Beau 35 Keane Blake

17 Evangelista Remi 36 Jones Rhys

19 Smith Daniel 37 White Daniel

20 Waddy Ben 38 Lynch Oscar

24 Paciocco Robbie

UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Rob Clark

SPONSOR 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 

THIS TEAM

Park Orchards 10.8.68 tie with Ashburton 10.8.68

We played at the very skinny Ashburton oval this round.  When we previous played in Round 
8 we were comprehesively beated by 50 points.  We had good form coming into the game this 
time though & we were determined to put in a better performance.

Remi was captain & spoke about team play & pressuring the opposition into making mistakes.

The game began in very competitive fashion.  Ashburton showed their willingness to run.  
The Sharks showed our tenacious appetite for the contest.  It was goal for goal through out 
the first quarter.  Blake was dominating in the ruck & Harry was his usual best.  Rhys was 
playing up forward & was giving a target.  And when Oscar swept into the goal square & put 
through our first for the day we were looking switched on.  Lucas had a great start on his wing.  
The backline were defending hard, with spoils & hard ball gets.  Jack continues to blossom 
competing as hard in the air as on the ground.  At quarter time it was Ashburton up 23 to 9.

We kept our composure in the 2nd quarter & with Harry dominating he kicked 2 goals of 
his own, one a snap & the other a nice set shot.  Also lively was Mitch who took a fantasitc 
contested mark & cooly slotted the goal as well.  Ben S was giving real spark around the ball.  
James was using his body will in the contest.  Robbie always looked dangerous & our backline 
of Jacob (beating 4 on 1), Brodie (attacking the ball hard) & Bo B (excellent man-on-man 
coverage) were playing a great game.  Beau O is hard nosed but he showed some great skill

on a number of occasions finding team mates in the clear. By halftime the margin was only 1 
goal & we had won the quarter.

After halftime, Sam moved forward & with his smooth moving & excellent hands gave us 
another great focal point.  Rhys went onto the ball & Dan S, although undersized, went into the 
ruck & provided the contest we wanted as well as following excellently around the ground.  We 
were right in it.  Liam did exactly his role & peeled back running onto a loose ball in the goal 
square & kicking his first.  

Harry was dominating (still) & dribbled through a very clever goal, his 3rd.  Mitch laid a great 
tackle, was rewarded & also popped through is 2nd on the day.  Blake had moved forward & 
his powerful running was important.  Remi moved up on the ball & again showed his clearance 
skills. Ashburton kicked a couple themselves but we were right in the contest, 1 point down at 
the final change.

4th quarter.  Keep up the pressure & take charge.  Blake moved back to the ruck, where his tap 
work continued to be of a very high standard.  It was when he tapped, followed up & booted 
a 45m kick forward, that again Liam ran into an open goal & we were up.  Ashburton replied.  
Then the ball went forward again.  Bo had moved forward & snapped a great front & square 
goal to give us the lead again.  Ashburton replied keeping it a 1 point ball game.  Then the best 
player on the ground got invoved again.  Harry from deep in the pocket slotted through is 4th & 
best of the day.  We were 5 points up.  

Play continued & Remi pounced on a loose ball & kicked was looked to be a goal with under 5 
minutes remaining, however the umpire deemed it (& correctly) to have been touched off the 
boot.  6 points up.  Ashburton got the ball forward & received a free kick which they converted 
to tie the scores with about 3 minutes remaining.  At the ensuing bounce, the ball was cleared 
& after a bit of play out on the wing, we managed to get the ball forward but couldn’t score. 
Ashburton then went long & strong back to their forward line where our backline was resolute 
but again we were able to prevent them from scoring.  With 90 seconds to go & the ball was in 
the wrong part of the ground.  We had to clear the Ashburton forward line.  

We played a good passage of play, again with Harry involved & got the ball forward but we just 
couldn’t get a clear possession in the forward line.  

With 15 seconds to go Ashburton got the ball to the wing & out of bounds.  Harry’s clearance 
back to our forwards at the end was too late to beat the siren & the scores were tied. In that 
final quarter, there some outstanding individual efforts.  Again Harry was everywhere.  Rhys 
was great throughout the day & special mention to Ben W who played the 2nd half at full back.  
He competed hard & beat his opponent on several occasions.  

His opponent had been the most damaging Ashburton forward throughout the 1st half & Ben 
W cut him out of the game completely after halftime.  Blake was great & ably assisted by Dan 
S when he moved to the ruck briefly.  Lucas continued to be hard at it. Robbie showed his 
exceptional skill (one-handed marks) & Beau O never shirked a contest all day.  Bo B’s last 
couple of weeks have been great & he rewarded himself with a nice goal today.

But Harry was the difference.  4 goals from the midfield, 2 of the highest quality, & numerous 
clearances & pin-point passes.

As they say, footy was probably the winner but we showed again that we are very competitive 
with all the teams in our division.  Next week, final game, against Fitzroy.  Play like we have for 
the past fortnight & we will be right in the contest at the end again.  Well played to everyone.  
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Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Appleby Rhonan McLeod Zachary

D'souza Shannon Morgan Jeshua

Dickenson Ryan Postma Lachlan

Dickson Kane Smeed Ryan

Dimauro Angelo Taylor Noah

Duffy Ben Trembath Cooper

Knight Brodie Trembath Jake

Li Kevin Tymms Isaac

Macrokanis Alexander Watts Liam

Mason James

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Glen Mason

Park Orchards 13.11.89 def Warrandyte 6.3.39

Finals Chances: currently 2nd 3 games clear of 3rd.  

Will play finals

QTR 1

Playing our last home game for the year and playing Warrandyte was a game the boys did not 
want to lose, if we win, we finish second and Warrandyte don’t play finals. Again, our midfield 
was at its best with multiple efforts winning the contest with Maca, Tymmsy, Jesh and Robbo 
really giving us presence and setting the tone for the side. Corey unfortunately did not last long 
breaking his wrist but showed tremendous courage and the type of young man he is wanting to 
know if we were winning while laying on the bench waiting to be taken to hospital! 

QTR 2 

This quarter was making sure we consolidate and with our half forwards in Noah, Ghostie and 
Zac working up the ground it prevented the opposition any space but allowed the boys to run 
into forward fifty in space. Cooper was playing deep forward giving us a target while Ronan, 
Tom and Kev were all dangerous up forward either kicking a goal or holding the ball in our 
forward fifty.

Again 19 contributors across the game & the scoreboard shows the improvement (50 points 
compared to our last meeting).

GO SHARKS!!!!

Captain: Remi

Goal Kickers: Harry (4), Liam (2), Mitch (2), Bo B, Oscar

Best players: Harry, Blake, Sam, Lucas, Ben W, Mitch, Liam, Ben S, Rhys
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QTR 3

Our half backs had let little through with Shannon doing a job on their best player at centre 
half back while Jake and Liam gave us tremendous run and rebound. While Brodie, the ever 
reliable Ben Duffy and Ben Perret played their role deep back and defended well while running 
off to be an option switching the footy coming out of the back line.

QTR 4

Mid way through the third quarter and in the last, we flipped things around trying to get a few 
boys who play back to snag a goal, this allowed the opposition to kick a couple of goals but 
gave our boys a bit of time in different positions. What our side has now is flexibility so if things 
aren’t working we have options with playing midfield, back or forward. 

A resounding win from the first bounce! Well done Tom for your first goal with the team. Get 
well soon Corey and hope to see you with the boys soon! Fantastic efforts by Liam Watts at the 
footy!

Maca another consistent game in the midfield setting the example!

Well done boys, great effort by all!

Goal Kickers: Noah Taylor and Zac MacLeod 3 each, Jesh Morgan 2, Rhonan Appleby, 
Cooper Trembath, Tom Pollock, Ryan Sneed and Alex Macrakanis 1 each.
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COLTS BLACK: Coached by: Nick Kouteris

MPSD were starting to tire, with a goal resulting from a smart piece of play by Lachie Parrott 
when, seeing that the MPSD ruckman wasn’t going to make the boundary throw-in, Lachie took 
the ruck uncontested, fed the ball to Luke who kicked truly for a much needed goal. By half 
time we had maintained our 14 point lead, 7.3 to 5.1.

Last time we played MPSD we took a 33 point lead into half time and lost by 3 points, so the 
focus was on not having a repeat performance. If MPSD came out hard in the second quarter, 
they were even harder to start the third as they tried to unsettle our boys. It didn’t work as time 
and again our boys stood firm in the contest, exemplified by Jordy taking a great overhead 
pack mark as MPSD players were crashing in. Oscar took a great mark in kicked truly from 
near the 50m and our defenders were providing lots of run led by Brayden, Joseph and Tobey. 
MPSD kicked the last 2 goals of the quarter and we went into the last break leading 10.5 to 7.4.

Again MPSD came out strong, looking to intimidate our boys, however we stood up as a team 
and after withstanding the MPSD pressure started to dominate. We lost Will with a groin injury 
early and by the time Adam moved forward and took a few big marks and kicked truly, we were 
well in front. We really finished the game off well and had a well deserved victory, 14.6 to 7.5.

It’s effectively week 1 of the finals for us and we’re looking forward to going up against 
Bundoora for the second time in 4 weeks. We need a win and results to go our way to play 
finals the following week and regardless of the result, the boys have really come together as a 
team, with lots of improvement across the board and finishing the season playing great footy.

Goal kickers: B Harrisson 3, O Halls 3, L Cormack 2, A Markic-Smith 2, L Parrott,  
W Fasan, B McMahon, A Macrokanis

Best players: A Markic-Smith, O Halls, L Cormack, B Pellinger-Riley, L Jury, B Scott,  
J Blaser, B Harrisson, J Haas, W Fasan

Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Cormack Luke Pellinger-Riley Brock

Draffin Tobey Blaser Joseph

Harrisson Ben Kelly Lochlan

Jury Lachlan Fasan William

Kouteris Charlie Hardacre Liam

McMahon Bailey Di Simone Sebastian

Phillips Edward Parrott Lachlan

Scott Brayden Mcintyre-Wilson Billy

Skien Cayden Markic-Smith Adam

Choveaux Timothy Appleby Mason

Haas Jordan Halls Oscar

Reuben Saxone Hood Aden

Park Orchards 14.6.90 def Macleod Parade 7.5.47

Finals Chances:  sitting equal 4th.   Possible chance.

Back home at Domeney in round 13 against MacLeod Parade St Damians (MPSD) and Jordy 
Haas took the reins as captain as we celebrated his 100 game milestone. With a few players 
unavailable (Aden breaking his finger, Ed and Reuben unavailable ) we were fortunate to 
have Alex Macrokanis help us out again and with Sunny back this week (anyone need any 
sneakers?) we had 3 players on the bench.

Our first quarters have been a real problem for most of the season and with a focus on a quick 
start the boys came out firing to kick the first 2 goals of the game. MPSD hit back with a few 
goals, although we kept pushing hard for the full 20 minutes and by the end of the quarter led 
5.3 to 3.1. Ben and Oscar were looking dangerous up forward, Brock P-R and Lachie Jury were 
working well switching between ruck and full-back and our midfield rotations were giving our 
midfielders a break.

The second quarter was a tight and hard contest as the MPSD bigger boys started to hit us 
hard to unsettle our running game, trying to create multiple stoppages. The boys stood firm and Jordan Haas Colts Black celebrating 100 game milestone
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COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Archer
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Hartnet Jack Archer Jackson
Thorn Thomas Conlan Jack
Wallis Matthew Cullen Jack

Rossimel Jack Gill Ben
Sonderhof Thomas Hartnett Max

Foxwell Owen Hickey Declan
Faulkner Matthew Leonard Jake
Brown Jesse Newton William
Ameer Henry Ryan Zach
Smith Nicholas Spiteri McLaren
Linkin Samuel

Park Orchards 10.12.72 def Warrandyte 8.6.54

Finals chance: Currently 1st and will play finals

The day started well with a great clearance from the midfield, and within 15 seconds the first 
goal was on the board with Macca slotting one, and then Stinger coping a high tackle after 
some great feedback of the footy and slotting his one also, but…………..The boys from the 
Dyte were playing for the finals spot they have yearned all year for and they let us know it in the 
first quarter.

The Dyters were hard at the footy and seeking to get the ball forward to the Giant in the goal 
square, but sensational effort from Henry in a Goliath v David type scenario saw “the monster” 
only getting the one for the quarter, but continued advances saw the scoreboard in an unusual 
position where the players came in at a disadvantage from a scoreboard stand, but they were 
assured of what had to be done, so calm was able to prevail, and the game plan was spoken 
of. No raised voices, no accusations to teammates of their duties, just knowledge of the job to 
be done, the task at hand to be accomplished, and a firm belief of self and team, it was great to 
watch from a parental standpoint, well done men. Scores 2.1.13 to 3.1.19

The boys went about doing what they have been trained to do and the scoreboard and 
possession count was indicative, but Wazza-D was desperate by this stage and trying 
everything to get the win, with positional changes and the new hope of a prolonged season 
past round 14, Rossi Macca and Sonders were up and about with Goals scored from the 

midfield and forward pressure being upped and defense shutting down every opportunity 
across the halfback line and denying forward entry, with Humpf and Lenny getting fists to 
everything, Bobby, against his old team, getting busy with clever use and the Spin twins of Jack 
and Max both proving invaluable at exiting the backline with hardness and endeavour. The tide 
had turned Scores 5.2.32 to 3.3.21

Third quarter much the same, but the ball use even better and the smarter passages were able 
to be executed well. Deccers was on the end of one, as was Buckets, who I reckon had his 
best game all year with great aerial work but finished with a bit of Hammy soreness. With any 
luck he will be up and about next week. To their credit, the lads from the Dyte were trying their 
hardest to stay in the fight and their body on body went up to 11, with Will Newton coping a 
few in ground scrummage, but keeping his cool to show maturity and a fleet set of heels to his 
opposition on more than one occasion. Score 7.7.49 to 5.5.35

The final started with early entries and scoring opportunities, with Macca kicking a couple more 
and Jack Hartnett (the ladies’man), also getting a goal to seal the fate of the Dyters. They did 
respond with a bit late, but the Sharks will have to make sure that they don’t let the foot off the 
throat to early in a closer game. Final Score 10.12.72 to 8.6.54 and the good guys get another 
W the ledger

Our magnificent sponsors, Opulent Homes, awarded five articles from their 
#opulenthomeswinter2019collection to players and helpers, as selected by the coaches and 
team management, who have put in outstanding performances on the day and all year . One 
X-large T went to Erik, who has been a champion all year with doing the goal umpiring, Max 
Hartnett earnt himself a hoodie, while Zach got a T for great game in the midfield again. Macca 
a hoodie for his prowess in the forward line, and with 4 he has now moved into lead position in 
the league goal kicking, plus Glenn got a hoodie for all his input over the footy year.

Interesting fact, 17 of our players have now kicked goals for the year, including the full 
back, and CHB has kicked 4, plus a few other back-men have had scoring added to their 
repertoire, now that is sharing it around!!!!!

Tuesday night was S*#T kit night at training. Players came dressed in the silliest or ridiculous 
outfits to train in.
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Park Orchards 5.4.34 def Parkside 1.3.9

Finals chances:  Currently 3rd and will play finals

It was round 13 already, as we headed off to play Parkside at their home ground in Alphington.  
Parkside sitting second on the ladder had been playing some good football and were keen 
to continue on with their winning ways and keep their second spot and double chance in the 
finals.  The weather again was kind with still but cool temperatures, the oval was large but in  
good condition, although patchy.

Our two captains for the week in Tia and Allie were all set to lead our team with their words of 
encouragement prior to the game.  We won the toss, got into our positions and were all set for 
a very important match.  

It was a slow start as our players weren’t fully switched on as expected.  Parkside were first to 
the ball early and were winning the midfield clashes.  They had some skilled players who took 
strong marks and used their height to their advantage well.  We let them run free and often 
didn’t pick up the loose players and were lucky to not have been scored on in the first quarter.  
To our backlines credit again, we stopped a number of advances forward from Parkside as we 

GIRLS UNDER 12: Coached by: Jason Dove
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Grace King Allie

Phelan Charli McInerney Scarlett

Keaney Gemma Peterson Charlotte

Dempsey Tia Pollock Sienna

Keaney Charlotte Saunders Ella

Bettiol Grace Scott Jaide

Bosna Mia Spencer-Jones Mia

Cannon Amber Spencer-Jones Bonnie

Dawson Grace Tovey Indianna

Doolan Charlise Clowes Ava

Dove Zara Smith Sienna

Harvie Willow
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combined well keeping the opposition to no score at quarter time.  We got on the board with a 
great goal from Jaide who returned to the side fresh from a holiday and was keen to impress – 
and that she did.

The second quarter was an even affair with Parkside scoring the only goal and starting to play 
some good football.  If it wasn’t for the likes of Mia B, Bianca, Indi and Scarlett mopping up and 
picking up loose players in defence we might have been hurting on the scoreboard as we went 
into the sheds for the half time break.  Grace B was welcomed back into the team and played 
across the half back line early and was dominate using her kicking power.  Ava also had a very 
strong game once she was moved onto the ball racking up a number of possessions through 
the midfield.

We completely owned the third term scoring four goals to Parkside’s nil.  Sienna P bobbed 
up with her customary run and dash scoring two great goals and she was well supported by 
Willow and Scarlett who also kicked a goal each.  Scarlett went on to win our best afield medal 
in another huge game, congratulations again!  We all loved seeing Jaide and Willow bob up 
with their goals too.  Our girls in the midfield in Allie, Charlotte P, Ava, Mia SJ and Scarlett 
dominated the third term pushing the ball our way to Zara, Grace D, Charlotte K and Bonnie 
who were scouting the packs and winning contests against the Parkside backs.

Parkside kept us scoreless in the last quarter as they went on to kick two points. We fought the 
game out well to the final siren.  

We won the game in the third quarter often called the ‘premiership quarter’ in an even contest 
otherwise.  Well done to our two captains in Allie and Tia.  Tia played well in the midfield and 
even better once she moved into defence where she is never beaten.

The big news is that we now qualify to play finals football!  Exciting times for our team.  But the 
hard work starts now.  We need to iron out some flaws in our game in this weeks game against 
Ashburton in the lead up to our first final.  It’s a credit to you all for how well you are playing, 
how you are challenging yourselves and it’s a pleasure to see you all enjoying your football and 
making some good friends along the way.

Well played and see you Wednesday.

Go SHARKS!

Captains: Allie King & Tia Dempsey

Goal Kickers: Sienna P 2, Jaide, Willow, Scarlett 

Opposition Medal: Scarlett McInerney

‘Drink Award’: Sienna Pollock

McDonalds Awards: Grace B & Bonnie

Best Players: Scarlett, Sienna, Mia SJ, Allie, Jaide, Willow, Indi, Ava.
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GIRLS UNDER 13: Coached by: Tim Rule
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Bastide Haylee Moran Madeline

Brimelow Charlotte Peters Jayde

Coad Eden Rule Lacey

Green Charlotte Rule Tegan

Knight Demi Servinis Mia

Lomen Alicia Smith Amy

Mcleod Amber Stone Bethany

Mercer Lily Duffy Amy

Miriklis Zoe Guerrero Rafaela

LOOKING 
FOR SECOND 

SPONSOR

Park Orchards 3.7.25 def Bulleen Temp 3.6.24

We got up in a nail biter !

Once again starting with the bare 16 due to injuries this week it turned out to be a tough game 
fought out in really good conditions!

We had a great start to the game running the ball forward & getting on the board early with a 
nice shot from Charlie & at the break we enjoyed a 8 point lead!

As Amber marked and goaled in the second we had the running but a late goal to them left us 
only a straight kick up !

The third quarter went our way & a nice snap from Mia put us in a great position @ 3 quarter 
time!

The last quarter didn’t quite go to plan and with only 2 minutes left Bulleen had leveled the 
score but true to form Mia, Zoe & Amy Duffy won the center clearance getting the ball forward 
allowing Charlie to have a shot only to be dubiously touched on the line but we locked it in to 
hang on to the slenderest of victories! A big sigh of relief & it was a great game for many with 
Jayde being dominant at center half back, Raf had a great game forward ,both Amy’s had a big 
influence and ( he smiles as he writes) Lacey Rule had a very good game stopping 3 goals on 
the last line and like Demi Knight had one of their best games of the year !

Go sharks

GIRLS UNDER 14: Coached by: Mike Newton
Jumper Surname Name Jumper Surname Name

Allan Madison Newton Charlotte

Archer Remy Parry Tess

Cameron Lily Pote Starly

Dryden Alkira Savage Ashleigh

Goodman Madison Shamloo Michaela

Hansen Holly Cooper Jade

Innifer Madison Bett Ellisha

Holt Oaks Amy Bett Sienna

Leonard Ava Brown Priya

SPONSOR 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 

THIS TEAM

no report

DentalArt

Do you have your 
membership?

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!

Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,

Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!
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GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Tim Livingstone

Jumper Name Jumper Name

2 Kristen Bertoldi 14 Jade Hutchinson

18 Courtney Murray 16 Natalie Broadbent

4 Jorja Livingstone 20 Chelsea Dunoon

5 Chloe Lee 22 Lauren Knowles

6 Alannah Boell 23 Jasmine Taylor

9 Mia McAuliffe 17 Taliah Cameron

10 Matilda Rae 32 Petra Edwards

11 Sophie Harvie 12 Flynn Peters

15 Zoe Douglas 26 Dakota Hoen

Park Orchards 4.4.30 def by Kew 7.7.49

Finals chance: Currently 1st and will play finals

Eagerness and excitement filled the air for our game against our ‘real’ archrivals, Kew. Players, 
coaches and parents all gathered in what would surely be a testing game against last year’s 
Premiers. Although we beat them earlier this season, expectations of a tougher game were well 
articulated by Tim and Dave prior to the game. The final line-up was testament for a big game.

Unfortunately, we could only manage 16 players for the game due to injury and a real bad case 
of the flu, whilst Kew had 4 on the bench. 

The game was tough from the 1st bounce, with Kew hitting the scoreboard pretty quickly, 
although luckily it was a point. Both teams showed their true colours with a really tough, 
competitive opening quarter. As we expected the ball moved back and forth from each team. 
Clean disposals were critical and teamwork paramount in order to break the other team for 
any score. The pressure was on, till Jazz passed to Jade and onto Tilly who snapped from 
the forward pocket for our 1st goal for the game to steady the ship. This goal elevated the 
girls with some great attack from Taliah, Dakota, Jorja and Kristen that created some further 
opportunities to hit the lead, but on two very rare occasions, we missed 2 shots in front of goal. 
Our disappointment sunk us a little and Dakota had to leave the ground with a hand injury. Kew 
took advantage and struck back with two goals with one unfortunately bouncing through at right 
angles. The 1st quarter ended Sharks1.3.9 down to Kew 2.2.14.

 

Jade sends the ball into attack

Unfortunately, we started the 2nd Quarter with Dakota off and only 15 players. The quarter 
started with incredible pressure from both sides. Chelsea and Taliah were extremely tough 
in the contest and beat their players. An unfavourable call by the umpire saw us with only 
14 players on the ground. The pressure was certainly on! The defensive pressure by Flynn, 
Courtney and Sophie saved the day on a number of occasions, with Kew managing only 2 
more goals (it could have been much more) The 2nd Quarter ended with the Sharks only 
managing 1 point, 1.4.10 to Kew 4.4.28.

 

Tim directing traffic for the throw in
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In unfamiliar territory, the Sharks were behind our opposition. At halftime, Tim pointed this out 
to the girls and asked them to look at this as an opportunity to really dig deep. The parents all 
got behind the Reds, revving them up in and out of the rooms.   

The 3rd Quarter was tough. Mia moved back to the forward line and took a brilliant overhead 
mark at full stretch in front of the pack.  She went back and kicked truly for our 2nd goal. Kew’s 
continued pressure and a myriad of freaky bounces that just seemed to fall into Kew’s hands 
created real frustration for the Reds amongst other things! Kew finished the 3rd quarter kicking 
4 more goals to take a comfortable lead of 31 points. Sharks 2.5.17 to Kew 7.6.48.

 

Zoe competed well in the ruck

The coaches demanded the girls lift their intensity and their voices in the last quarter to finish 
the game. It was blatantly clear what we couldn’t control somethings on the ground, but what 
we could control is our attitude and teamwork- and we did just that! The last quarter was a 
standout for the Sharks. Lana and Jazz and were back to their best winning the contested 
ball. Petra  and Flynn found their mojo with great intercepting marks, attack, run and carry and 
took on Kew driving the ball forward. Zoe continued to present well, out-marking her player 
whilst Sophie, Courtney, Chelsea and Taliah were brilliant stopping anything that came into the 
backline and drove the ball forward. Our run and carry led by Chloe, Jorja, and Kristen kicked 
into space and created opportunities. 

The smarts of Mia and Jade made  
the most of these opportunities,  
outsmarting their players 1 on 1 and  
respectively, each kicked 2 goals for  
the Sharks. In what was a telling  
game, one that we certainly learnt  
a lot from, we proved we can finish  
better than any formidable opposition.  
We held Kew scoreless in the last  
quarter, finishing the game very  
strong with the final score Sharks  
4.4.30 defeated by Kew 7.7.49

       Great tackle from Jorja

We were not at our best and we played very good opposition who outhunted us at the contest. 
The most unfortunate part of this game was the injury sustained to our brilliant teammate 
Dakota- we wish her a very speedy recovery and hope she is back for finals. 

We learnt a lot from this game, but in true fighting spirit the Reds found the right gear in the last 
quarter that will be needed for all 4 quarters when we play Kew again. We finished the game 
well which is a good sign going into next week against Banyule.

Captain: Jorja

Vice Captain - Lana

Deputy Vice Captain - Jasmine

Goals: Mia 2, Tilly 1, Jade 1

Best players: Petra, Chelsea, Taliah, Zoe, Mia, Alannah, Courtney, Flynn, Jorja
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GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: Coached by: Matt Turner

Jumper Name Jumper Name

1 Victoria Turner 24 Tilly Hodgson

36 Sophie Hirst 37 Amelia Rees

7 Anna Marchionno 39 Charli Dempsey

34 Eve Parry 49 Grace Lloyd

13 Ella Garniss 35 Abbey Callaghan

38 Mikayla Aloi 21 Vasiliki Karamitos

27 Tess Budge 30 Zoe Servinis

19 Kylah Harrap 31 Natassja Shallvey

SPONSOR 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 

THIS TEAM

Park Orchards 0.2.2 def by St Marys 11.18.84

As the cool wind from the north-east tumbled gently across the tannin coloured grass covering 
Stintons Reserve oval, a familiar scent filled the air… a potpourri of hope, young talent and 
proud parents … it was Sunday afternoon. 

Lining up for yet another stoush with the tough and talented St. Mary’s Under 16’s, most of the 
girls took the field in their second last game for the season full of hope and enthusiasm. When 
I say most, it is noteworthy to add that more than a couple of our “eagle-eyed” parents lining 
the boundary noticed that the “fresher” the fake tan, typically the lower the enthusiasm levels 
appeared to be as the girls took the field early on a Sunday afternoon.

As the first quarter commenced, the headlights of success were, to be fair, feint and distant. 
This was to be a significant uphill battle against a formidable opponent. This being said, as the 
opposition started to score, our girls started to ramp up their tackling with Zoe and Abbey laying 
some strong tackles. YoTo be honest, I have not seen tackles that strong since I last purchased 
a marlin lure! Inaccuracy plagued the St. Mary’s forward line as then began to score more 
points than a powerpoint presentation. Ella had leather poisoning as she ran out of full back all 
quarter to the sounds of an all Greek soccer match… Ella, Ella, Ella, Ella!!! Zoe kicked a point 
at the non-scoring end toward the end of the first quarter and, despite going into the break 16 
points behind, the Sharks had started to lift their intensity throughout the second half of the first 
term giving them a little spring in their step as they huddled for the first break.
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The second quarter was a quarter that our girls should be very proud of. Vas started the 
first 2 minuets with more touches than an iPhone screen. Awesome tackling, heaps of great 
smothers and fierce tackling hallmarked this quarter. Charli started to find more space than Neil 
Armstrong while Ella and Victoria fought hard to win close in contests. It was during this quarter 
Mikayla was driven into the ground and had to leave the field injured. Whilst this was, in the 
opinion of most, our best quarter, the opposition added a couple of goals late to see our girls 
leave the pitch as deflated as a 4 week old party ballon and in need of some inspiration from 
the awesome coaching staff. 

The third quarter saw Mikayla return, as tough as a $2 steak, as the team took the field with 
renewed confidence. Charlie “Hard Tackles” Dempsey started to take it to the St. Mary’s squad, 
Victoria took an awesome overhead grab, Abbey was laying shepherds and the intensity of 
the game lifted yet again. Tilly and Zoe started to dominate the ruck with more taps than Fred 
Estaire and Tess took a second head knock late in the quarter which saw her warm the bench 
for the remainder of the game (clearly her mother’s DNA). 

As the mercury fell, our girls ran to position again to fight out the final quarter. Whilst this 
quarter was a blow out on the scoreboard, our girls continued to develop their on-field 
communication and defensive skills against a really strong St. Mary’s side. It was during this 
quarter that St. Mary’s slotted through more goals than an Anthony Robbins convention, 
eventually winning the game 11.18. 84 to 0.2.2. 

Whilst our team endured yet another loss this year, as a parent of this team I was fondly 
reminded today of two key ingredients that in my opinion make a great team, both on and off 
the field;  persistence and humility. Despite knowingly lining up against a stronger team, our 
girls did not take the field at 1.00pm without hope and belief. Despite being beaten all day, our 
girls did not stop trying to find a way to win moments. It was also clear today that the humility 
our girls and our coaching staff display when we do win should be applauded. As a parent it 
is great to see our girls developing skills and qualities that will support them, both on and off 
the field, as they navigate the next years of their lives. Thanks, on behalf of the parents, to our 
outstanding team of coaches and volunteers! 

Best on: Victoria, Charlie, Ella, Zoe, Tilly, Sophie 
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MCG Windows

Krueger Projects 

AKT Trophies

Aumman’s

Sodastream

Elephant and Co

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Mitcham Eyecare

Screenhouse Effect

Mark Leonard Plumbing

Natskin Skin & Body Therapy

Hallmark Hire Cars

Pneutech Pty Ltd

PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH
JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

Concept Laser Co

JNJ Electrics

Warran Glen Garden  

Centre and Café

Opulent Homes

Spiteri Jaguar

Healesville Toyota

X Power

Bounce Healthgroup

Ten Minute Tutor

Auscut

Blue Dog Café

Southern States Group

ROUND 13 RESULTS 04 - 08 - 2019


